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Name ______________________________________   Date ____________________________ 

 

Make/Model _____________________________   Year _________   Instructor’s OK  
_____  1.  Before the deck surface of the block can be machined, it has to be precisely  

      located onto the surfacer mounts by aligning the main bearing bores on a 2-inch  

      diameter ground shaft.  On the shaft are two bearing pucks that are specifically  

      sized for each engine.  These pucks are aligned with the front and rear main  

      bearing bores. 

 

_____  2.  After attaching the main bearing caps over the pucks, the engine block is leveled  

      by rotating the jackscrew mechanism.  Note the bubble level on the deck surface. 

 

_____  3.  To determine the deck height, a depth micrometer is being used to measure the  

      distance between the deck surface and the ground shaft. 

 

_____  4.  Because the supporting shaft is exactly 2 inches in diameter, the deck height is  

      determined by adding 1 inch to the measurement obtained on the depth micrometer.   

      This is the exact distance from the deck surface to the centerline of the main  

      bearing bores. 

 

  Deck height specification = _______  Deck height measurement = ________ 

  OK _____  NOT OK _____ 

 

_____  5.  After the block has been securely attached, leveled, and measured, the deck  

      surface can be ground.  A typical pass across the deck surface will remove about  

      0.001 inch to 0.0015 inch. 

 

_____  6.  It is wise to double-check the deck height, especially if more than one cut is required  

     to straighten the top of the block surface.   

 

_____  7.  A typical block may require 0.004 in. to 0.006 in. be removed from the deck surface to  

     eliminate any warpage or waviness. 

 

 How much was removed? ____________ 

 

_____  8.  After both deck surfaces have been machined and checked, the block can be removed  

     from the attachment using an engine hoist equipped with a nylon strap to prevent  

          damaging the machined surfaces of the block. 


